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    Do you know how many Armenians there were in IV-V centuries AD: 3 million! How many 

Armenians count themselves in many sources, at the same time, on the completely fictitious 

"https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Великая_Армения" website, which everyone can see: 3 million! In 

the heyday of the Roman Empire, the population of the city of Rome is estimated to be 1 million. It 

is possible to believe that the Romans, who had a high culture of statesmanship and administration, 

were not mistaken. 

   However, which statistics oracle determined the existence of 3 million Armenians in the 

geography of the mythical map of the "Great Armenia" riveted to the entire Caucasus, which has 

never been and never will be in history?! So, during the past 1600 years, Armenians never gave 

birth?! Why did the European (Western) rationalists, who are studying history bit by bit and looking 

for scientific arguments to confirm its every fact, not see the petrification of this barren society?! Of 

course, they saw it. In fact, they are the authors of this historical blindness. In the last 300 years, 

Europe has laid the foundations of world colonialism with the "union of imperialism and science" 

(Y.N. Harari). Western development, which is envied today, is not built on its own foundation, but 

mainly on the wealth imported from the non-Western world. The expansionist ideology of European 

imperialism is beeism. Aryanism - established to justify their planetary domination on the basis of 

the superiority and superiority of the Aryan race of humanity (modern science completely denies 

racism). This false ideology, which has been politicized and militarized since its inception, is to 

walk along the "Aryan area" of the world, making a foothold from the ethnos included in the Indo-

European language family, and Karabakh is Azerbaijan! 2 is a means of seizing the territory of rival 

states by dividing them (Divide et impera) and creating strongholds in those territories. 

   European (mainly, Great Britain and France) imperialism's nests were created in India, Iran, 

Anatolia, Caucasus and neighboring regions to destroy the world's three great Turkic empires - the 

Mongol, Safavid and Ottoman states. If the Armenian nests of Arichiness physically existed in 

Anatolia and the Caucasus, and if the largest state of the Caucasus has been turned into an 

"organized criminal society" against Azerbaijan in the last one hundred and fifty years, now under 

the name of "Armenian language and civilization" humanitarian and intellectual departments-

institutions in many universities of Europe and America is available in the form of In the textbooks 

and historical-linguistic-cultural studies of those universities, the microscopic Armenian is 

mentioned almost as an important component of the ancient Eastern world, even as an empire 

builder, and the "Armenia" wedge is stuck on all the antique maps of Anatolia and the Caucasus, 

where it has existed for thousands of years, even for the Armenians themselves. The rights of the 

historical states that have given place in one corner are trampled. Even Armenians themselves have 

researchers who put this society in place, even if it is a piece: Nino Garsoyan, a professor at 

Columbia University in the USA, in his article entitled "Armenia in the 4th century" categorically 

denies the claims that Armenia is a single, unified state. N. Garsoyan brings a very solid fact that 

has not lost its importance even today as to why Armenians were considered "personae non gratae" 
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in the whole region before 1600: the longest-lasting "shah-shah" in the history of Iran - the 

Sasanian ruler Shahpur II (309-379). declares the "historical hypocrisy" of Armenians with disgust: 

"Armenians live in our lands, but they follow Caesar" (http://lraber.asj-oa.am/1876/1/55.pdf, c.56-

58, 61) 

  The European Caesars of the new era also use the "Aryan Armenian" as both a Myth and a 

Weapon. Our valuable scientist living in Germany, Aghalar Gut, in his last two articles on the 

"kulis.az" website, reveals the essence of how this myth-weapon of Arianism - Arianism is used 

against us with the exact goal: "Azerbaijan should slap European diplomats, media and international 

institutions in the face with a clear text so that we understand the issue. we have fallen, you are 

neither ignorant, nor simple Christian fanatics, nor defenders of humanist values, you are just 

hidden racists, masked Arians!" This is exactly how the fundamental strategic position of 

Azerbaijan's diplomacy and foreign humanitarian policy should be established. Of course, the lack 

of support of Armenia, which was disarmed by our power in the face of international laws that 

confirm the territorial integrity of the Republic of Azerbaijan, has left agriculture itself in a rustic 

state. Then you have to convince the world that there are 3 million Armenians in the 21st century 

and 3 million in the 4th century, so that you will make a fool of yourself with such baseless support. 


